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INTRODUCTION TO  
THE ENVIRONMENTAL 

REPORT 2016
Every year, the Swedish Armed Forces publishes an 

environmental report that fulfils the requirements of the 
EU Eco-Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS). The 
purpose of the report is to provide an insight into the 

environmental work of the Swedish Armed Forces, and 
to report on progress made during the previous year. The 
report covers the entire Swedish Armed Forces and the 
information presented is based on data provided by the 

activities across the country. The information contained in 
this report has been compiled and quality assured by the 
Swedish Armed Forces’ Joint Environmental Department. 

For more information, please see mil.se.
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INTRODUCTION

“THE AURORA EXERCISE 
IS A GREAT EXAMPLE  
OF INTEGRATED ENVIRON-
MENTAL WORK”
Environmental work is of key strategic importance 
to the Swedish Armed Forces, both internally and 
externally – especially for building trust in the 
authority with credibility being one of our four 
strategic effects. As a national authority, the Swedish 
Armed Forces shall live up to commitments such 
as Swedish environmental objectives, and support 
Sweden’s efforts to meet the UN Sustainable 
development targets, (Agenda 2030). These initiatives are to be integrated 
into the Armed Forces, and balance all three dimensions of sustainable 
development: economic, social, and environmental. 

The defence sector authorities, (the Swedish Armed Forces, the Swedish 
Defence Materiel Administration, the Swedish Fortifications Agency, 
the Swedish Defence Research Agency, the National Defence Radio 
Establishment, and the Swedish Defence University), are revamping their 
environmental work in a new policy document. Focus will be placed on joint 
activities that improve synergies in the sector’s environmental work. These  
are important initiatives because a high degree of interdependence exists 
between the authorities, especially in the environmental sphere.

In terms of the Swedish Armed Forces’ internal environmental work, we 
are focusing on developing and implementing an environmental management 
framework in centrally controlled documents on strategic level. Follow-up 
and evaluation of the environmental framework are conducted through 
environmental audits that are designed to identify what we are doing right, 
that the framework delivers what is expected of it, that it helps us to learn 
from each other, and supports improved knowledge sharing throughout the 
organisation.

The Armed Forces’ Aurora exercise, which will be held in September 2017, 
is a great example of how environmental work has been integrated early  
in the planning process of exercises. Areas such as environmental 
communication, environmental training and environmental regulations  
have been considered right from the order to launch the exercise.

It looks as though 2017 will be another exciting year!

Peter Sandwall 
Director General, Swedish Armed Forces
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THE SWEDISH ARMED  FORCES
We defend Sweden and the country’s interests, our  
freedom and the right to live the way of our choice. 

ABOUT

THE VISION

“A stronger 
defence 

responding 
to every 
threat, 

facing every 
challenge.”
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OUR MISSION
The primary task of the Swedish Armed 
Forces is to be responsible for Sweden’s  
military defence and to protect Sweden.  
We do this by training and conducting 
operations day and night, all year round, 
on land, in the air and at sea. Whenever the 
need arises, the Swedish Armed Forces shall 
be ready to act. Sweden also helps other 
countries at war or suffering conflict.

NATIONAL MISSIONS
When the Swedish Armed Forces conducts 
missions in Sweden, these are national 
missions. Such missions can be related to 
the country’s security: if a ship or aircraft 
enters Swedish territory without permis-
sion, it is the Armed Force’s responsibility to 
intercept. These missions can also involve 
society and citizens: in the event of forest 
fires, severe storms or flooding, or if people 
go missing, we’re here to help.

SWEDISH ARMED FORCES ABROAD
– INTERNATIONAL MISSIONS
The Armed Forces has some 300 people 
in countries affected by war and conflict. 
They are there on behalf of the Swedish 
government and parliament. Sweden wants 
to contribute to peacekeeping efforts – not 
simply stand by, looking on. By diminishing 
strife and conflict beyond our borders, we 
can help to limit its spread to other coun-
tries. This also reduces the likelihood that 
Sweden will face such threats.

OUR CONTRIBUTION AND MANDATE
We strive to deter – and face – all forms 
of military attack, primarily through our 
ability to wage armed conflict. We protect 
Sweden’s integrity, independently and 
together with others. We contribute to a 
robust society – in peace, crisis and war.  
We are a symbol of the state of the  
country and independence.

OUR VALUES AND MILITARY PROFESSIONALISM
Our values are outlined in three central  
concepts: openness, results and responsi- 
bility, and in the Armed Forces’ Code  
of Conduct that applies to all personnel.  
These values shall permeate all activities.

KEY ELEMENTS OF OUR MISSION AND VISION
The 4 strategic effects of our actions are the 
concrete realities, laws and relationships 
we achieve by carrying out the Supreme 
Commander’s strategic plans. 

1. DETERRENCE
Military deterrence is designed to deter 
potential attackers, and force them to 
carefully consider the risks of attacking 
our country. Through frequent and exten-
sive training, especially with other defence 
forces, we strengthen our deterrence effect 
and make it more credible. Violation of 
Swedish territory must be swiftly detected 
and repelled. See also  
exercises and missions (page.16). 
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2. AVAILABILITY
Availability is determined by continuously 
maintaining the relevant capabilities in 
today’s rapidly changing, complex and 
unpredictable political and security envi-
ronment. A key condition for the Armed 
Forces to be readily available is our capacity 
to attract, recruit, develop and retain people 
with the relevant skill sets.

3. CO-OPERATION
Co-operation and collaboration with others 
– nationally and internationally – reinforces 
our overall ability to deter attack. 
Sweden’s Armed Forces also work closely 
with other Swedish authorities, and the 
civilian population, to strengthen and 
protect critical societal functions. See also  
co-operation (page 24).

4. CREDIBILITY
A credible defence force is necessary to 
conduct and maintain Sweden’s security 
policy. To act credibly is critical for the 
Armed Forces to earn respect in the outside 
world and the trust of the people they serve. 

THE SWEDISH ARMED  FORCES

ON DUTY

GENDER BREAKDOWN (FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES)

MALE

FEMALE
17%

83%

KEY NUMBERS IN 2016
TOTAL: 51,717

FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES

HOME DEFENCE AND VOLUNTEERS

PART-TIME EMPLOYEES

OUR MISSION
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We need cross-societal commitment to solve Sweden’s environmental challenges, 
and that includes the Armed Forces, so we strive to minimise environmental impact. 
This is an overview of the key features of 2016’s environmental work. 

STRATEGIC  
ENVIRONMENTAL WORK

The swedish armed forces’ environmental 
management framework enables us to reduce the 
authority’s environmental impact and include 
structured environmental considerations in all 
operations throughout the organisation – from 
environmental policies and targets, to operational 
follow-up, and is integrated in the overarching 
management of the entire Armed Forces. At a local 
level, targets are translated into action plans. 

The Armed Forces’ environmental targets fall 
into the following categories:  energy (page 18),  

 exercises and missions (page 16), and  
 waste management (page 20). It is also in these 

areas that the Armed Forces has identified its own 
substantive environmental issues. In addition 
to these areas, the Armed Forces has prioritised

 co-operation with other actors (page 24), and 
environmental work linked to Sweden’s objectives:  

 A rich diversity of plant and animal life (page 
22), and  A non-toxic environment (page 21). 

In 2016, work continued to clarify the central 
running of the environmental management 
framework – efforts that will continue in 2017.  

A key pre-requisite to develop our environmental 
management framework is to evaluate its 
effectiveness through environmental audits. 
An important aspect of this in 2016 was the 
training of 24 internal auditors who will audit all 
Armed Forces. The environmental management 
framework includes central and local operational 
documentation, orders, internal regulations, 
instructions and handbooks. In addition to 
internal audits, there are several licenced 
facilities such as firing ranges and airfields. 
There are also a number of installations such as 
laundries, shooting ranges and fuel facilities etc., 
which are required to submit audits. All these 
facilities require comprehensive control and 
follow-up, and this is conducted by respective 
units. Every unit in turn has one or more 
environmental managers who support operations 
on environmental matters. Some 50 people in 
the Swedish Armed Forces currently work on 
environmental issues. 

You can follow the Armed Forces’ environmental 
work here: blogg.forsvarsmakten.se/miljo/.
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 PAGE 08 SWEDISH  
ENVIRONMENTAL OBJECTIVES

Sweden’s major environmental  
challenges are to be resolved by 2020.  
We have a responsibility to contribute  
to the achievement of these objectives.
Illustration Josephine Skapare

PAGE 22 POSITIVE IMPACT ON 
BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY

The Armed Forces’ training areas can

contribute to the conservation of the  
natural environment, and provide space 
for protected species. 
Photo Niklas Englund/Swedish Armed Forces

PAGE 14  
AN ENVIRONMENTAL

COORDINATOR’S
ROUTINE AND VISION

“Environmental issues and military 
 operations can be combined, but 

it’s not easy. You have to wave 
your magic wand a bit.”  

We meet the Armed Forces’  
environmental coordinator  

Peter Bramstedt.
Illustration Josephine Skapare

PAGE 20  
INCREASED RECYCLING

In 2016, 34 per cent of the  
Armed Forces’ waste was  

recycled, a level that will be 
further improved by 2020.

PAGE 24  
ENVIRONMENTAL  
CO-OPERATION

As a government authority and 
part of Swedish society, the 

Armed Forces shall set an 
example in working for a better 

environment. This requires 
co-operation, nationally and  

internationally. 
Photo Joel Thungren/Swedish Armed Forces

PAGE 18 ENERGY  
AND CLIMATE

The Armed Forces’ environmental 
target is to reduce the amount of heat 
and power used in properties we hire. 
Photo Johan Lundahl/Swedish Armed Forces

PAGE 21 FOR A NON-TOXIC
ENVIRONMENT

The defence sector’s chemical group 
works to limit and phase out the use 
of substances that pose a threat to 
human health and the environment. 
Photo FMTK

PAGE 16 EXERCISES  
AND MISSIONS

A holistic approach is needed to  
minimise environmental impact during 
exercises and missions. The Aurora  
17 exercise is a good example of this. 
Photo Bezav Mahmod/Swedish Armed Forces

PAGE 26 LOOKING BACK, 
LOOKING AHEAD

Outgoing Environmental Director, Arne 
Wessner, outlines how the environment 
is now an integral part of the Armed 
Forces’ day-to-day operations.
Illustration Josephine Skapare

“The hedgehog represents endurance
– just like our environmental work.”

CONTENTS
THE SWEDISH ARMED FORCES’

ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT  
2016
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Production Make Your Mark in 
co-operation with the Swedish Armed 

Forces’ joint environmental department. 
Printing Elanders. The Armed Forces’ 
Environmental Report is printed on 
Munken Polar on HP Indigo digital 

press. Cover photo IBL
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“The Armed Forces shall contribute to  
the achievement of Sweden’s  

generational goal, and when required 
propose measures for the development  

of its environmental work.”

SWEDEN’S OBJECTIVES
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SWEDISH ENVIRONMENTAL OBJECTIVES 
The overall aim of Swedish environmental 
policy is to hand over, by 2020, a society in 
which the major environmental problems 
facing the country have been solved. This is 
summed up in a “generational goal”, which 
describes what is to be protected and what 
changes need to be made in our society. The 
generational goal and the 16 environmental 
objectives have been adopted by the Riksdag 
(the Swedish Parliament). 

THE GENERATIONAL GOAL
This generational goal, which defines the di-
rection of environmental policy, is to provide 
guidance regarding the values that are to be 
protected and the changes in society that are 
needed if the desired quality of the environ-
ment is to be achieved. This also calls for an 
ambitious environmental policy – in Sweden, 
within the EU and in international contexts. 
The generational goal is intended to guide 
environmental action at every level in society.

THE 16 ENVIRONMENTAL OBJECTIVES
These describe an environment that is sus-
tainable for the long term and are a promise 
to future generations of clean air, a healthy 
living environment, and rich opportunities 
to enjoy nature. Read more about Sweden’s 
environmental objectives and progress 
towards achieving them on: miljomal.se. 

ENVIRONMENTAL TARGETS IN THE ARMED FORCES
The Armed Forces has worked to contribute 
to the generational goal and the environ-
mental objectives for many years, a respon-
sibility included in Regulation (2007:1266) 
with instructions for the Armed Forces.

SIX SELECTED ENVIRONMENTAL OBJECTIVES
To ensure that the Armed Forces’ environ-
mental work is as effective as possible,  
Sweden’s objectives have been linked to  
the authority’s environmental impact. Six of 
the 16 objectives have been identified where 
the Armed Forces has a significant impact 
and opportunities to implement improve-
ments. These are: 
• Reduced Climate Impact
• A Non-Toxic Environment
• A Balanced Marine Environ ment, 
 Flourishing Coastal Areas and Archipelagos
• A Magnificent Mountain Landscape
• A Good Built Environment
• A Rich Diversity of Plant and Animal Life

ARMED FORCES’ ACTION PLANS 
In the spring of 2016, and on behalf of the 
Swedish government, the Armed Forces 
developed central action plans for these 
six environmental objectives. These are 
presented in brief on the following pages.

Sweden has objectives for environmental policy.  
These intend to guide environmental work at all levels  
of society. The Armed Forces has a responsibility  
to contribute to the achievement of these objectives. 

SWEDEN’S 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
OBJECTIVES 

GENERATIONAL GOAL

“The overall goal of Swedish environmental policy is to hand over 
to the next generation a society in which the major environmental 

problems in Sweden have been solved, without increasing environmental 
and health problems outside Sweden’s borders.”

The Swed ish Armed Forces ’  Env i ronmenta l  Repor t  |  9
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SWEDEN’S OBJECTIVES SWEDEN’S OBJECTIVES

BEFORE

ENVIRONMENTAL PROCESS IN EXERCISES AND MISSIONS

1
Participate in exercise 

planning meetings.

2 Contact landowners 
for agreement on  

land use.

3 Develop
restriction maps.

4  
Exercise orders  

– develop environ- 
mental annex.

5 
Develop training package  

for land and environ- 
mental considerations  

during exercises.

 6 Consult with regional, 
local authorities, forestry 
companies, other relevant 

authorities etc.

9 Examine environmental 
impact of exercise and 

draw up action plan.

10
Manage any notifications to  

the Surgeon General  
(regulatory office) and County 

Administrative Boards.

7  
Participate in information 
meetings for the general 

public; provide information 
materials.

8 Compare environmental 
inventory for exercise/

mission area.

11 Participate in 
development of a 

waste management 
plan. 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONSIDERATION 

IN PRACTICE
Of all the Armed Forces’ activities,  
exercises and missions have the most 
environmental impact. This includes  
fuel consumption, noise and land use. 

One of the Armed Forces’ environ-
mental targets is that all exercises and 
missions – national and international – 

shall include an annex of environmental 
regulation. Environmental impact is to 
be analysed and managed from an early 
planning stage to implementation and 
review of exercises and missions. 

WHAT WE DO
ENSURING ENVIRONMENTAL COMPETENCE
We ensure that environmental compe-
tence is available at all stages: prior to, 
during and after exercises and missions, 
thereby ensuring that the environment is 
considered and environmental impact is 
minimised.

EDUCATE AND INFORM
Prior to exercises and missions, training 
is carried out to provide information  
regarding laws, rules and regulations.  

ENVIRONMENTAL ANNEX IN ORDER STRUCTURE
To clarify how and where exercises may 
take place – in terms of applicable laws 
and other requirements that need to be 
followed – an environmental annex  
shall be put in place for all Armed  
Forces exercises and missions.

LESSONS LEARNED
Analysis of conducted exercise or mission 
enables systematic operational improve-
ment. Read more about  exercises and 
missions (page 16).
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The armed forces generates a large 
amount of operational waste. This 
represents a considerable impact, both 
environmental and financial. One of the 
Armed Forces’ environmental targets is 
to increase the proportion of waste that 
is recycled, thereby reducing the amount 
of waste that is sent to landfill or burnt. 

WHAT WE DO
CLEARCUT WASTE PLANNING
The Armed Forces has clear and current 
waste management plans for all opera-
tions, thereby increasing potential for 
achieving our environmental target.

INFORMATION ON RECYCLING
Information initiatives are aimed at  
increasing awareness among personnel 
and other actors at all locations about 
the importance of recycling.

ANNUAL DIALOGUE ON WASTE SERVICES
We conduct dialogue between the  
Armed Forces and other actors in  
respective operational area.

TRAINING IN WASTE ISSUES
Training is directed towards all person-
nel and seeks to improve the quality  
of waste management according to  
laws and internal routines. Read  
more about  waste (page 20).

WASTE MANAGEMENT

SWEDEN’S OBJECTIVES

13 Environmental damage 
management, such as ma-

nage tree and field damage, 
and environmental accidents.

14
Monitor and 

support military 
units. 

15 Submit status reports  
to exercise commanders’ 

daily reviews.

16  
Where possible, 
support media 

contacts.

AFTER

17 

Claims adjustment and 
continued damage 

management.

18 Cleaning and  
inventory of used roads,  

assembly points etc.

19 Documentation 
and summation 
of damages and 

complaints.

11 Participate in 
development of a 

waste management 
plan. 

12 Respond to complaints. 
Receive, document and  

register complaints.

20  
Submit material
for analysis to 

lessons learned. 

DURING 

“One of the Armed Forces’ environ-
mental targets is to increase the 

proportion of waste that is recycled.”
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12 |  The Swed ish Armed Forces ’  Env i ronmenta l  Repor t

To meet requirements related to global 
climate challenges, and to promote 
improved sustainability, the Swedish 
Armed Forces needs to consume energy 
more efficiently. Improvements in energy 
use positively affect the environment in 
several ways, and can create synergies 
that can improve operational capabilities 
and energy security. 

The Armed Forces’ explicit energy 
target is to reduce power and heating use 
in the properties that we hire. We also 
have three broad focus areas, based on 
overarching agreements in the defence 
sector. Read more about the Armed 
Forces’  co-operation (page 24).

OUR THREE FOCUS AREAS
1 More efficient energy use
2 Reduced dependence on fossil fuels 
through increased use of renewable  
energy sources
3 Reduced greenhouse gas emissions 

WHAT WE DO
SYSTEM PERSPECTIVE OF ENERGY USE
The effects of energy use need to be conside-
red in a single chain of supply, from source 
to use. Steps for more efficient energy use 
and reduced dependence on fossil fuels must 
be evaluated from a system perspective to 
avoid suboptimal performance, and that the 
Armed Forces’ capacities are unaffected. It is 
important that energy initiatives are conduc-
ted systematically and for the long term.

ENERGY EFFICIENCES AND SAVINGS 
Energy efficiencies and savings improve  
energy security and the Armed Forces’ 
resilience. By working in the defence sector, 
and co-operating internationally, defence is 
improved in the shape of more efficient energy 
use, and that supplied energy lasts longer. 
Read more about  energy and climate  
(page 18).

INCREASE RENEWABLE ENERGY USE
To reduce the authoritiy’s greenhouse gas 
emissions, greater use of renewable energy 
sources and investment in renewable energy 
technologies is needed. This includes diver-
sification of energy sources, including the 
development of alternative fuels adapted 
to the defence sector, and technological 
development of materiel systems. Increasing 
the share of renewables is also important for 
improving energy security and to conduct 
operations where energy availability is 
uncertain.

ENERGYENERGY

SWEDEN’S OBJECTIVES

““One of the Armed Forces’ energy One of the Armed Forces’ energy 
targets is to reduce power and heating 

use in the properties we use.”
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The Swed ish Armed Forces ’  Env i ronmenta l  Repor t  |  13

To fulfil the Swedish Armed Forces’  
primary responsibility – to defend Sweden 
against military attack – training and exer-
cise in armed conflict is necessary. Despite 
the environmental impact, military training 
areas actually have a high degree of natural 
value, rich in plant and animal life. This is 
due to, inter alia, the areas’ isolation and 
limited access, and that the land has not 
been used for construction or conventional 
agriculture or forestry. Training areas have 
therefore become important sanctuaries 
for many endangered species as the rest of 
the landscape has changed. Furthermore, 
the Armed Forces’ exercises could have a 
directly positive effect on biodiversity. The 
ground impact of vehicles, fires and damage 
to trees and bushes are examples of “ecolo-
gical disturbance” that support many plant 
and animal species. Armed Forces exercises 
therefore contribute to the conservation 
of the natural value in training areas, and, 
in many cases, are why some species exist 
there at all.

Through improved knowledge and sustai-
nable use of training areas, biodiversity can 
be preserved and unique protected species 
given space to thrive. Conducting measures  
at such sites requires co-operation with 
the landowner, the Swedish Fortifications 
Agency. As exercise operator, the Armed 
Forces is responsible for biodiversity on 
behalf of the landowner, and for developing 
proposals for initiatives and projects that 
can further contribute to preserving the 
natural value of training areas. 

WHAT WE DO
INVENTORY COMPILATION
In collaboration with the Swedish Fortifi-
cations Agency, the Armed Forces compiles 
existing documentation on natural value 
and biodiversity to obtain a better idea of 
the status of training areas and airfields. 
The summary is also complemented with 
fresh natural value inventories and research.

DEVELOP ACTION PLANS
Based on collected knowledge, the Armed 
Forces and the Swedish Fortifications Agency 
develop action plans and projects that contri-
bute to the protection of the natural value of  
training areas. An action plan may, for  
example, include plans for adapting exer- 
cises in certain areas with the aim of promo-
ting the species that are present. Overall, 
this work results in improved knowledge  
of how Armed Forces’ operations affect 

diversity of plant and animal life. This 
allows greater environmental consideration 
during the planning of training and exerci-
ses wherever possible. This is often carried 
out in close co-operation with county  
boards, municipalities and conservation 
organisations. Read more about  A rich 
diversity of plant and animal life (page 22).

BIODIVERSITY

SWEDEN’S OBJECTIVES

“Exercises contribute to the  
conservation of biodiversity.” 
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14 |  The Swed ish Armed Forces ’  Env i ronmenta l  Repor t

With an officer background, and after 
15 years as environmental coordinator for 
the Armed Forces’ 1st marine regiment in 
Berga, Bramstedt has learnt the importance 
of knowing the details and advantages of 
being a step ahead of your own organisation. 
With operations that are tightly controlled by 
environmental code, there are a large num-
ber of certifications that need to be reviewed. 
Operations should be described from an  
environmental perspective, and exercises in 
the field conducted in such a way that laws 
and regulations are followed – something 
that demands experience and creativity. 

“Environmental issues and military  
operations can be combined, but it’s not easy, 
you have to wave your magic wand a bit. But 
as an officer I have a basic understanding 
of the needs of exercises – they need to be 
as realistic as possible. 
Live firing exercises are 
conducted with soldiers, 
vessels, and fixed- and  
rotary-wing aircraft. We 
also ship dangerous goods 
and large amounts of fuel. 
If we failed to manage 
our operations well, there 
would be severe consequences for the envi-
ronment and our surroundings.”

By providing exercise commanders with 
detailed information about where they are 
permitted to be, when and how, with consi- 
deration for animal and plant life, it is  
ensured that no infringements will occur.

“I compile the so-called environmental 
annex that regulates where and how exercises 
may be conducted. In relation to this, we 

carry out environmental risk analysis, and 
produce detailed restriction maps on which 
we clearly mark our own training areas, and 
private land that we have permission to use. 
Being out on exercise and seeing whether 
everything goes to plan – I love that. There’s 
always room for improvement.”

Due to the changed security situation in 
and around the Baltic Sea, renewed focus on 
Gotland and Tofta demanded considerable 
amounts of time in 2016. Major exercises are 
carried out several times a year, for example 
Swenex and Baltops. The latter, a multi- 
national exercise, required a great deal of 
extra work last year with a total of 17  
nations and some 6,000 participants.

“Much of the exercise was held on the Utö 
training area. We needed to ensure that all 
participating countries followed relevant  

environmental requirements and the exer-
cise’s specific environmental regulations.  
We also requested temporary permission 
from our regulatory office, the Surgeon  
General, to live fire with Jas 39 Gripen 
fighter aircraft and AH-64 Apache attack 
helicopters.”

But it’s not only military colleagues who 
need to be provided with environmental 
knowledge: municipalities and the general 

AN ENVIRONMENTAL 
COORDINATOR’S DAY

“We all have unique skill sets, different 
bits of the puzzle that fit into the whole.”

With expansive views of Sweden’s rugged coast-
line, environmental coordinator Peter Bramstedt 
has a beautiful workplace: a landscape he loves 
and is his responsibility to preserve for the future.

INTERVIEWINTERVIEW
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The Swed ish Armed Forces ’  Env i ronmenta l  Repor t  |  15

AN ENVIRONMENTAL 
COORDINATOR’S DAY

public need to be informed about what is 
happening. 

“I’m currently working on environmental 
reports for the Swedish Environmental 
Protection Agency. These reports detail 
operations that have been conducted on 
all 13 of our training areas: how many 
rounds were fired, where, and at what 
time. We also invite municipalities and 
affected members of the public to infor-
mation meetings during which we explain 
what we plan to do during the year. It is 
extremely important for us to co-operate 
with residents in the areas where we are 
active, and that they have confidence in us. 
The Armed Forces, together with other au-
thorities such as the police, is responsible 
for defending our shared values, such as 
democracy and the equal value of all. We 
should be good examples for society.”

In an autority that has suffered heavy 
cutbacks for a considerable amount of 
time, work as an environmental co- 
ordinator has, however, always been 
about progress.

“Environmental permit applications 

are about creating the conditions for 
operations to also function in the future. 
Because processes often take long pe-
riods of time, we already need to think 
today about which permits we might 
need in 10 to 20 years’ time. What new 
weapon systems will be developed, and 
how will we need to adapt our exercises 
to them?”

New political guidelines and a wider 
world in flux have also triggered new life 
in operations in recent years.

“Today, military issues are discussed 
from a security perspective instead of a 
financial perspective. There’ll be many 
fascinating tasks for those working with 
environmental issues and exercise plan-
ning in future. I’d suggest that we have a 
little bit more fun in the Defence Forces, 
there’s always something going on and 
responsibilities shift constantly. This is 
no one-man show; rather, it’s based on 
teamwork. We all have unique skill sets, 
different bits of the puzzle that fit into 
the whole.”

PETER BRAMSTEDT

Age: 52
Title: Environmental 

coordinator
Lives: Åkersberga
Family: Two sons,

15 and 19
Military background: 

“I’m originally from 
coastal artillery, 

trained in mobile and 
fixed coastal artillery. 
Following the decom-
missioning of the KA 
systems in the early 

2000s, I chose to take 
the Swedish Defence 

University’s environmen-
tal coordinator training 

in Östersund.” 
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SUSTAINABLE OPERATIONS
Sweden seeks to actively contribute to peacekeeping 
missions – not stand by and watch. The Armed Forces 
currently has some 300 personnel serving in countries hit 
by war and conflict. The authority does not decide which 
missions it takes part in, but participates in such missions 
as directed by the Swedish parliament and government. 
Sweden co-operates with member states of the EU and 
UN, and is only involved in UN-sanctioned missions. 

The Armed Forces’ international missions are often 
carried out in countries where the environment is under 
severe stress due to military conflict. That’s why it’s 
especially important that our missions do not create addi-

tional environmental problems. When the Armed Forces 
is operational overseas, daily operations are conducted 
as sustainably as possible. This includes, for example, 
avoiding hazardous emissions, managing waste, using 
renewable energy sources where possible, and minimising 
negative environmental impact in general.

The Swedish Environmental Code is the most important 
of Swedish environmental laws, but it is not applicable 
outside Swedish territory. The Armed Forces’ ambition is 
nevertheless to comply with Swedish legislation as far as 
possible when on international operations. Host nation’s 
laws govern such operations, and the Armed Forces’  
environmental policy frames environmental issues. 

EXERCISES  
& MISSIONS 
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ONGOING MISSIONS
MALI –The UN is currently 
conducting a mission 
in Mali. The Swedish 
contingent is made up of an 
intelligence gathering unit 
and a national support unit 
amounting to some 250 
people. The bulk of the force 
is stationed at Camp Nobel 
in the outskirts of Timbuktu.

AFGHANISTAN – Sweden has 
provided militarily support 
to the NATO-led mission 
in Afghanistan since 2001. 
Initially, the purpose of 
the mission was to provide 
security support in the 
region around the capital 
Kabul. When this operation 
was expanded to include 
the whole of Afghanistan, 

Sweden contributed 
personnel to a UK-led force 
in Mazar-e-Sharif. The 
Swedish presence there 
currently numbers some  
50 people. 

CURRENT EXERCISES
COLD RESPONSE 2016 – An 
international exercise in 
Nord Trøndelag in Norway 
with a land area between 
Trondeim in the south and 
Namos in the north, a naval 
area in the adjacent coastal 
waters, and an air area in 
Swedish and Norwegian 
airspace between Oslo and 
Bodø. Cold Response 2016 
involved some 15,000 
participants from 15 nations, 
including 2,000 Swedish 
officers and soldiers.

AURORA 17 – Aurora 17 is 
the first and largest exercise 
of its kind for more than 
20 years. All combat forces 
and more than 19,000 men 
and women will participate. 
The exercise will also 
involve some 40 authorities 
and units from different 
countries. Comprehensive 
environmental work was 
included from an early 
planning stage with the aim 
of incorporating the greatest 
amount of environmental 
consideration throughout 
the exercise. For example, 
communication planning, 
training packages and 
environmental annexes 
have been produced for 
Aurora 17, which will be 
held in September 2017.

86 Proportion of environmental annexes used for exercises 
and missions in 2016. Equivalent proportions in 2014 
and 2015 were 70% and 73% respectively.

EXERCISES  
& MISSIONS 

SUSTAINABLE EXERCISES
A key element of the Armed Forces’ operations 
is to train for missions and different types of 
situations that may arise. Small- and large-scale 
exercises are required to ensure that units are 
prepared for crisis situations. Armed Forces’ 
exercises are often based on simulating different 
events to prepare units for situations they may 
face; these can involve an attack on Sweden or  
a mission in an international conflict zone.
  

“The Armed Forces’ international missions are 
often carried out in countries where the 

environment is already under severe stress.”
ENVIRONMENTAL TARGET:

“All national and inter-
national exercises and 

missions shall include an 
environmental annex in 

their order structure. En-
vironmental consideration 
shall be included from an 

early planning stage to im-
plementation and review .”

%
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OUR TARGETS
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ENERGY SECURITY
Energy security is critical to the Armed Forces’ opera-
tions. To guarantee the capabilities that the defence 
forces need to defend peace, maintain a high level of 
preparedness and wage war, access to reliable and secure 
energy sources, primarily of electricity and fuel, is neces-
sary. Using less energy, either through energy efficiency 
measures or energy savings, increases security of supply 
and improves resilience. 

ENERGY USE AND EMISSIONS
The Armed Forces is a major energy user and have a 
significant energy and climate impact. The Armed Forces’ 
total energy use in 2016 increased to 1,091,159 MWh for 
buildings and as fuel. The largest share of energy use, 
around 60 per cent, was fuel use, of which aviation fuel 
accounted for some 70 per cent. In terms of carbon  
dioxide emissions, fuel use accounts for more than  
80 per cent of the total (220,000 tonnes). All figures  
refer to national use.

OUR ENERGY TARGET
The Armed Forces has decided to establish a target for 
energy use in buildings, as it is primarily in this area 
where it is possible to implement energy efficiency and 
saving measure in the short term. The aim is to have 
reduced this use by 20 per cent in the period from the 
base year 2011 to the target year of 2020.

FUEL CHALLENGES
In terms of fuel, there are challenges that demand 
long-term strategic work as we have materiel stock and 
materiel systems with long lifetimes. The Armed Forces 
and the Swedish Defence Materiel Administration (FMV) 
monitor developments on the Swedish and European 
markets, and within NATO, with a view to switch to 
renewables as soon as possible. These alternative fuels 
must work in the Armed Forces’ existing vehicle fleet. 
Tactical vehicles are especially sensitive to fuel types, as 
are combat vehicles, tanks, and tracked vehicles. These 
vehicles have service lives of between 20 and 30 years, 
and can be stored with diesel in their tanks for extended 
periods. Currently, tactical vehicles only use fossil fuels 
because today’s biofuels risk damaging vehicles with the 
growth of, amongst other things, algae during storage.

JET BIOFUEL
A bilateral initiative between Sweden and the US defence 
forces (US Air Force/Navair), launched in 2009, is wor-
king to test an alternative bio-based jet fuel. The Armed 
Forces has assigned FMV the task and goal of conducting 
a demonstration flight of the Gripen using the fuel. 

A NEW ENERGY AGREEMENT
In 2016, an initiative was started that will lead to a new 
energy agreement for property stock that the Armed 
Forces hires from the Swedish Fortifications Agency. The 
aim is to increase the redundancy and endurance of stock, 
to improve energy efficiency, to contribute to a strong 
climate of co-operation between partners, and clarify how 
measuring and follow-up is to be conducted in this area.

ENERGY EFFECTIVENESS IN PRACTICE
The Armed Forces works continuously to reduce energy 
use. In 2016 for example, an energy initiative was 
conducted together with the Swedish Fortifications 
Agency. The aim of the project was to identify energy use 
and make proposals to reduce it. Steps that have since 
been implemented include switching to LED lighting, 
introducing proximity-activated lighting, and training of 
all personnel in energy efficiency. Overall, these steps are 
calculated to amount to savings of between SEK 700,000 
– SEK 800,000 per year, with return on investment 
possible within two to five years. 

ENERGY AND CLIMATE
The Swedish Armed Forces’ use of energy is complex and includes operations 
in Sweden and abroad. Energy is used for operational activities, such as  
exercises and missions, for running buildings, and as fuel for tactical and  
civilian vehicles. Here we summarise several main points.
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2014
INDEX: 107

2014
22,1 MWH

2015
INDEX: 99

2015
21,0 MWH

2016
INDEX: 111

2016
22,5 MWH

PROPORTION OF 
CARBON DIOXIDE 
EMISSIONS 2016
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FUEL: SHARE OF THE 
ARMED FORCES’ SERVICES

2016

ENERGY IN PROPERTIES CARBON DIOXIDE

HEATING (STANDARD YEAR) ELECTRICITY

FUEL AIR FORCE

TRAVEL AND TRANSPORT NAVY

ENERGY FOR BUILDINGS ARMY2020 TARGET: The Armed Forces shall 
reduce electricity and heat use by 
20 per cent from base year 2011, 

(index: 100), by target year 2020 (index 80). 

82%

11%
46%49%47%

11%

21%

7%

54%51%53%

97 of the energy the Armed 
Forces uses for electricity 

and heating of buildings comes from 
renewable energy. 

%

68%

OUR TARGETS
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GREEN PURCHASING
The best way to reduce waste is to consider the waste 
produced by a product or service at the point of pur-
chase. To maintain environmental purchasing stan-
dards, the Armed Forces works closely with the  
Swedish Defence Materiel Administration (FMV),  
which purchases materiel and services.

KNOWLEDGE AND COMMITMENT
Personnel knowledge and commitment are critical to 
increase the amount of waste that is recycled. To ensure 
appropriate skills are maintained, all personnel are 
trained in environmental issues during which informa-
tion is provided on local waste programmes and sorting 
options. Annual skills development is held for recycling  
managers so they can improve waste handling ly and 
support those producing waste. 

RECYCLING STATIONS AND CONTRACTS
Since 2011, the Armed Forces has centralised waste- 
related contract to improve efficiency. Focus is primarily 
on creating options to sort waste at garrisons, on exer-
cise and operations “outside the gates”.

The Armed Forces has manned recycling stations  
for hazardous materials and collection points adapted 
for different types of operations across Sweden. For  
exercises and national missions, a mobile, container- 
based solution is in place for the safe and environmen-
tally collection of hazardous waste.

On international missions, it is not always to dispose 
of waste in ways that match our standards. Hazardous 
waste is therefore often shipped back to Sweden or third 
countries where appropriate health and environmental 
standards are respected.

INCREASED RECYCLING
In 2016, 34 per cent of the Armed Forces’  

waste was recycled. We continue to 
pursue green purchasing, training 

initiatives and increased scope 
for separation at source to 
contribute to sustainable 
waste management in the 
long term.

WASTE AND RECYCLING

OUR TARGETSOUR TARGETS

The Armed  
Forces shall 
increase the  
proportion of 
waste that is 
recycled by five  
percentage points 
starting in 2015, 
with target year 
of 2020. 

    2016 

2015 

2014

PER ANNUAL WORK UNIT

O,1

O,1

O,1

O,4

O,4

O,5

WASTE (EXCLUSING 
HAZARDOUS WASTE)

HAZARDOUS 
WASTE

2014
TONNES: 11,704

2015
TONNES: 8,699

2016
TONNES: 8,933

17%
24%

83% 76% 75%

25%

TO
TA

L

The Swedish Armed Forces work long-term to increase the amount of waste  
it recycles. This means that in addition to reducing the amount of waste, we 
create the conditions necessary to recycle waste that is produced.

WASTE IN NUMBERS
The Armed Forces distinguishes between hazardous and  
other waste, according to waste directive 2011:927. 

TARGET
RESULT

2015   2016   2017   2018   2019   2020

50  
  

40 

30

%

ENVIRONMENTAL TARGET: INCREASED 
PROPORTION OF RECYCLED WASTE
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2020
40,5%

The armed forces’ use of chemicals is extensive, and 
many materiel systems contain substances that can be 
harmful for humans and the environment. Of the directi-
ves set out by the government for the non-toxic environ-
ment objective, the Armed Forces is chiefly concerned by 
chemical materials and contaminated areas. 

CO-OPERATION IN THE DEFENCE SECTOR
For many years, the Armed Forces has worked closely 
together with the other authorities in  the defence 
sector’s Chemical Group (page 24) with the aim of limi-
ting and phasing out the use of substances that pose a 
risk to health and the environment. Every year, the 
Chemical Group produces common guidelines for en-
vironmental and safety requirements for purcha- 
sing chemical products and goods.The guidelines are 
contained in the Defence Sector’s Criteria Document, 
which in many cases is more detailed than the statutory 
framework for chemicals. The most recent version of the 
document is available on the FMV website, fmv.se.

PFASS – A CHALLENGE TO SOCIETY
PFASs are substances that, due to their film-forming pro-
perties, have been widely used in a variety of products 
since the 1950s, including fabric coatings, foam fire 
extinguishers for petroleum-based fires, and coatings 
for cooking equipment. These substances are extremely 
persistant and are found in a wide variety of chemical 

structures. The Armed Forces continues the wide-ranging 
work on identifying pollutants from long-term use of fire 
retardants that contained PFASs. This work is complex 
and includes contaminated soil, and ground and surface 
water.

Work is currently ongoing at some 50 operational and 
abandoned airfields, airbases and other locations. Work 
is being conducted within a dialogue with the Surgeon 
General (regulatory office). 

 PFASS 

PerFluorinated Alkylated Substances (PFASs) 
are a class of man-made chemicals, characte-
rised by having a completely fluorinated carbon 

chain. In nature, these are degradable either 
extremely slowly or not at all. The diagram above 
shows PFOS, a surfactant in this class. Previously, 

this was common in chemical products such as 
fire-fighting foam, before being banned  

in the EU in 2008.

NON-TOXIC
The Armed Forces’ use of chemicals is extensive and must be continually  
reviewed. A priority area is PFASs, a broad group of synthetic materials  
that are highly persistant. 

ENVIRONMENTS
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PRIORITISED AREA

WASTE IN NUMBERS
The Armed Forces distinguishes between hazardous and  
other waste, according to waste directive 2011:927. 
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EXERCISE AREAS WITH RESURGENT BIOTOPES 
Varied and realistic training is critical for maintaining 
the skills of the Swedish Armed Forces. Training areas 
are therefore the most important resources for training 
and maintaining the skills of the army, airforce and navy. 
At the same time, military training affects both society 
and the environment. That is why it is important that 
training areas are used in long-term, sustainable ways 
– so that the Armed Forces can continue to train and 
develop their capabilities for years to come. Many of the 

A RICH DIVERSITY OF 
PLANT AND ANIMAL LIFE
Biodiversity is highlighted as one of Sweden’s environmental objectives where the 
Swedish Armed Forces could have considerable influence. By their very nature, 
military exercises have a degree of negative environmental impact, but they could 
also have positive effects. Effective co-operation between county boards, munici-
palities and organisations is crucial to achieving long-term sustainability.
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A RICH DIVERSITY OF 
PLANT AND ANIMAL LIFE

PRIORITISED AREA

CONSERVATION AREAS AND WIDE-RANGING CO-OPERATION
Many of the Armed Forces training areas are under 
formal protection. In some cases, this entails restric-
tions on how exercises may be conducted. In other 
cases – included in several county boards’ manage-
ment plans for Natura 2000-areas, or nature reserves 
– the Armed Forces’ exercises contribute to the 
protecton of the natural environment in ways that 
would not otherwise be possible. This may involve 
using armoured vehicles that can reduce regrowth 
and thereby support insects. The effect is reminis-
cent of the natural impact of, for example, free-
grazing cattle herds that were previously  
commonplace. 

Together with the Swedish Fortifications  
Agency, the agency that owns and manages the 
Armed Forces’ training areas, the Armed Forces 
works to strengthen the positive effects that exer- 
cises can have on the natural environment.

The Armed Forces is currently running several 
environmental projects around the country. One is 
being conducted at Norrbotten wing (F21) where 
the air force has carried out natural resource inven-
tories to explore how care of grass areas around the 
landing strip can be adapted to support protected 
species that are present at the airfield.

MARINE BIOLOGICAL CALENDER 
4th naval warfare flotilla has compiled a “biological 
marine calendar” based on map and bio data. The 
calendar acts as an important planning tool to mini-
mise the risk of interference with or damage to  
sensitive natural life during naval and coastal exer- 
cises. The calendar shows, among other things, migra- 
tion and breeding grounds for marine species, and 
areas that are restricted from month to month. 

Armed Forces’ training areas have great ecological value and 
rich biodiversity. This is partly due to military exercises over 
extended periods have limited land use. For example, con-
ventional agricultural or forestry, typically associated with 
high yields, have not occurred on land used by the Armed 
Forces to any great extent. 

Military exercises have contributed to many years of so-
called “disturbance”, such as ground wear, woody debris and 
fires. These disturbances create biotopes that were previously 
more prevalent in the richly varied natural and farming land-
scape: as the rest of the landscape has changed, many en- 
dangered species have found refuge in military training areas. 

“Military training areas 
provide a refuge for many 
endangered species. ” 
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CO-OPERATION

INTERNATIONAL 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
CO-OPERATION
The Swedish Armed Forces has a specific responsibility to participate  
in international environmental co-operation.

In all international exercises and missions the 
Armed Forces co-operates with other organisations 
such as NATO and the UN. This involves joint efforts 
to protect the environment and reduce environmental 
impact. With the aim of promoting a common 
environmental policy, the Armed Forces took part in 
NATO-led meetings in 2016 under the auspices of the 
Environmental Protection Working Group (EPWG) 
in Brussels. The EPWG seeks to develop standardised 
environmental regulations and organise environmental 
officer training at NATO schools. This work is especially 
important as this standardised documentation is used 
as governing documents prior to and during NATO-led 

missions and exercises. Participation at these meetings is 
also important for the Armed Forces because they are the 
only forum where NATO’s environmental experiences 
are openly reported to Sweden as a Partnership for Peace 
nation. 

For many years, the Armed Forces has been a member 
of DEFNET, the EU’s grouping of defence ministries that 
focuses on environmental co-operation. The body seeks 
to adapt and exchange information regarding legislation 
related to environmental work for respective defence 
forces in the EU. 

CF SEDSS Two-year forum 
established by the EU 
Commission that ensures 
that directives, targets and 
policies are implemented 
more effectively. Consists of 
national experts from  

16 member states, including 
Sweden, and will conclude 
its work in 2017. 

EUROPEAN DEFENCE AGENCY 
(EDA) Independent EU body 
that has worked to identify 

challenges and provide 
support implementation of 
EU directives and regula-
tions since 2004. Sweden 
participates actively in EDA’s 
working group on energy 
and environment. 

This provides, among other 
things, domestic research 
benefits and opportunities 
to develop and influence 
strategic documentation 
within the EU.

 SWEDEN’S CONTRIBUTION TO EUROPEAN DEFENCE CO-OPERATION
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in common with the rest of society, the 
Armed Forces takes its responsibility to 
relieve global environmental challenges. The 
sector consists of six authorities: the Swedish 
Armed Forces, the Swedish Defence Material 
Administration, the National Defence 
Radio Establishment, the Swedish Defence 
Research Agency, the Swedish Fortifications 
Agency, and the Swedish Defence University.

Given the specific tasks of the defence 
sector, operational conditions, such as 
energy security, system perspectives, and 
secrecy need to be considered. Work is 
focused primarily on energy and non-toxic  
environments. In 2016, work was first and 
foremost directed to producing a new policy 
document for the defence sector.

This co-operation complements environ-
mental work already conducted by the 
respective authorities, and is important for 
all parties because we depend on each other 
in missions and operations. 

In many respects, the authorities are 
very unlike: in geographical spread 
and operational character, (such as 
materiel procurement, training, property 
management, research, technological 
development, intelligence gathering and 
armed conflict) and arenas, (on land, in the 
air, at sea and in cyber). 

THE DEFENCE SECTOR’S

To promote sustainable development and to fulfil current environ-
mental policy, internationally and in Sweden, it is essential that 
authorities have a clear direction. The defence sector co-operates to 
enable joint action on reducing ecological impact.

TARGETS AND FOCUS AREAS

UNIQUE ENVIRONMENTAL CO-OPERATION:
How the defence sector’s environmental co-operation is organised. 
The Environmental Delegation (ED) consists of the authorities’ general  
directors. The ED working group (WG ED) consists of the authorities’ environ-
mental directors. WG Chemical and WG Energy consist of specialists from 
sector-specific authorities. WG Follow-up reviews and evaluates the defence 
sector’s environmental work.

DECISION  
MAKING: ED

MANAGEMENT: WG ED

IMPLEMENTATION:  
WG CHEMICAL  

WG ENERGY

ANALYSIS:  
WG FOLLOW-UP

 

PR
OC

ES
S

“The interdependence of the  
defence sector makes our  

environmental work unique.”

CO-OPERATION

>>
>>

>>
>
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There is a lot to be proud about as I look back at  
my time as Armed Forces Environmental Director, 
(2009–2017). When I took on the role, there was con-
cern among personnel, at central joint environmental 
department and among environmental coordinators.  
A review on cuts had just been completed, and that  
created a great deal of uncertainty. Gradually, however,  
I felt that together we got to grips with our environmen-
tal work and made it an integral part of operations. I 
also believe that all environmental coordinators in the 
Armed Forces are fully aware of the importance of  
good environmental work, and how it has a positive 
impact on operational activities.

A key task for me has always been to maintain the 
environment as a separate department at Armed Forces 
Headquarters, and safeguard staffing levels of environ- 
mental personnel at unit level. Today, I feel this has  
really borne fruit. I would therefore like to believe that 
how we work and morale are entirely different to what 
they were in 2009, despite our increased workload. 

Environmental work is now an integral part of opera-
tions, and it is vital that we continue in this direction.  
It is of course important that we continue to reduce  
the Armed Forces’ ecological footprint, and that we  
contribute to achieving national environmental targets. 
But just as critical, we must continue to be a responsible  
and trustworthy authority in Swedish society. Credible 
environmental work also contributes to the Armed  
Forces being an attractive employer, one that is better  
at attracting our target groups. 

Demands placed on our environmental work are 
growing over time, and it is becoming increasingly 

crucial to have a solid structure in place for what we do. 
The Armed Forces’ environmental management system 
is an example of this, and something we continually 
develop. In 2016, we focused on the development of 
central and local action plans; another priority area was 
the planning of environmental audits for 2017. I put 
great store by these, as they give us a good indicator of 
whether we are on the right track with our environmen-
tal management system. 

Looking ahead, I firmly believe that developments 
in the energy segment will be critical. There is a great 
deal to do here, and I think that continued co-operation 
between defence sector authorities will be one of the 
key aspects to reduce environmental impact. 

Another important area is preparing for coming 
climate change. This may seem distant to many now, but 
these processes are long-term and do not happen over-
night. The key thing is that we have an idea that doesn’t 
leave us suddenly facing insurmountable challenges in 
terms of the Armed Forces’ primary task. This is about 
minimising the risks that exist and the vulnerabilities 
that might arise in carrying out this primary task. 

In conclusion, I think it is vital to continue to link 
environmental work to the Armed Forces’ vision and 
overarching targets. We should continue to take steps to 
increase the Armed Forces’ operational capabilities, and 
generate trust and pride internally and externally. 

Finally, I would like to thank everyone – at all  
levels, centrally- and locally-based – for all the great 
work and rewarding co-operation throughout my time 
as environmental director. I wish you good luck in your 
continued work in further operational improvements. 

REFLECTIONS OF  
AN ENVIRONMENTAL  

DIRECTOR
Arne Wessner has been the Armed Forces’ fervent environmental director for 
eight years. We asked him to look back – and forward – at an authority whose 
critical relationship with our natural environment demands that environmental 

issues are continually an integral aspect of operations.
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REFLECTIONS OF  
AN ENVIRONMENTAL  

DIRECTOR

“It’s important 
that we continue 

to be a responsible 
and trustworthy 

authority in 
Swedish society.”

AFTERWORD
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